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    Not Rated Yet

Sales price 84,95 €

Salesprice with discount 
Incl. VAT 21%: 14,74 €

Description
HIDEOUT THERMO camo - Multifunction bivy bag that protects you against
cold, wet, and insects. It is also a rain poncho a hammock sock and a tarp.
Key features - built-in mosquito net, waterproof zippers and a thermal
insulation layer - weight only 0,6 kg.
HIDEOUT is much more than a simple bivvy bag or camping shelter – it is the
gear dedicated to sleeping on the ground and in a hammock, irreplaceable
when walking as a rain poncho.
A number of innovative solutions make it a great, lightweight system, which
is a perfect hideout against cold, moisture, and insects.
Properties:

Detachable hood with mosquito net (1mm eyelets)
Waterproof zipper
Internal heat-reflecting layer to maximize thermal comfort
THERMO layer reflects UV rays at 98%, which qualifies it at the
highest UPF50+ level.
Expanders included.

Multifunctional survival shelter:

Can be used as rain poncho with unique features.
Can be used as bivvy bag, when zipped all around, i.e. a sleeping bag
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cover designed both for sleeping on the ground or in a hammock.
Shoulder part is approx. 90 cm wide. Possibility of connecting it
with another identical bivouac and creating a two-person bivvy. This
allows for mutual heating, which can be crucial in extreme
conditions.
Can be used as a camping tarp, which gives one large two-person
shelter.
Can be used as under blanket

Each HIDEOUT comes with a repair patch in case something breaks.
Specification:

Size as a Bivy bag 260cm x 90 / 45
Size as a poncho 115+hood x 140
Weight 0,6kg
Package dimensions 25 × 22 × 11 cm

Set contains:

Tarp hood
2x expanders
Repair patch

HIDEOUT is a registered design – EUIPO pat. No 009091564-0001
REMEMBER! – Fabric is not flame or spark resistant – Keep it away from
sparks and fire!
Manual for use in English.
Brand country - Poland. Made in PRC.
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